Contact guidance of rat fibroblasts on various implant materials.
Providing a substrate surface with micrometer-sized parallel grooves influences the behavior of cells growing on such substrates in vitro. Cells elongate in the direction of the groove and migrate guided by the grooves. It has been suggested that cellular alignment on microgrooves is predominantly dependent on groove dimensions and that surface chemical variation of the substrate material has little effect. Therefore we seeded primary rat dermal fibroblasts (RDF) on smooth and microgrooved (groove width 1-10 microm, depth 0.5 microm) polystyrene (PS), poly-L-lactic acid (PLA), silicone (SIL), and titanium (Ti) substrates. The production process was found to be more accurate for PS and PLA than for SIL and Ti substrates. A proliferation study, scanning electron microscopy, confocal laser scanning microscopy, and transmission electron microscopy revealed differences between RDF behavior on the materials. Our conclusions are (1) the accuracy of microtexture production by casting depends greatly on the material used; (2) even if no sharp discontinuities are present, microtextures still are potent tools for inducing contact guidance; and (3) besides surface texture, surface chemistry has a definitive influence on cell morphology.